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Moving digits 
Week 2 – Activity 1 

Focus of activity: Multiplying and dividing amounts of money by 10. 

Working together: conceptual understanding 
• Give each pair of chn a money place value grid (see child instructions) and a set of digit cards.
• Ask them to use the digit cards to make £2.36 on the grid. What is the 2 worth? The 3? The 6?
• If you had just £2, and we multiplied it by 10, so that you had 10 times as much, how much would

you have? If you had just 6p, and we multiplied it by 10, so you had 10 times as much, how much
would you have? Agree the answers to each.

• Explain that you are going to multiply £2.36 by 10. Move each digit one space to the left. Ask chn
to read the new amount. Does that seem about right? What is the 2 worth now? And the 3? And
the 6? How many pennies do we have now? We put a zero there to show we have none. Ask chn
to put a zero card in the 1ps column. Record: 10 x £2.36 = £23.60. This seems about right as we
know that 10 times £2 is £20.

• Repeat with £4.59 and then 65p, representing this as £0.65 on the grid.
• Ask chn to make £64.20 on their place value grids, and then say what each digit is worth. If you

had £60 but then divided this amount by 10, so you only had a tenth of £60, how much would you
have? And what is 20p divided by 10?

• Explain that you are going to divide £64.20 by 10. Ask chn which way they think the digits will 
move this time. They move the digit cards one space to the right. Point out that we don’t need 
the zero card now. Agree the answer. Ask what each digit is worth now. Record: £64.20 ÷ 10 =
£6.42. This seems about right as we know that £60 divided by 10 is £6.

• Repeat with £27.50 and then £46, representing this as £46.00 on the grid.

Up for a challenge?  
Show chn £35.40 on a place value grid. I started with an amount of money, then multiplied it by 10. 
Ask chn to discuss in pairs what amount they think you started with. Show £4.28. I started with an 
amount then divided by 10. Chn discuss in pairs what amount they think you started with. 

Now it’s the children’s turn: 
• Chn practise multiplying and dividing amounts of money by 10, moving digit cards on a place

value grid to help. They score 10p for each answer. If ALL their answers are correct, they
multiply their total by 10!

• Go round the group and mark their work, e.g. initially after three examples. Ensure that they
remember to write zero in the 1ps column when multiplying by 10, and drop the zero when
dividing by 10.

S-t-r-e-t-c-h:  
If chn cope well, ask them to fill in the missing amounts: 

10 x £     .    = £67.50 
£            .  ÷ 10 = £8.49 
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Things to remember 
Remember that when we multiply by ten, the digits shift one place to the left. When we divide by 10, 
the digits shift one place to the right. Move right to divide. Ask a child to write an amount of money 
at the top of a piece of paper. They fold the top over to cover this, and below write the amount that 
is 10 times their amount. They pass the paper to someone in the group who divides this new amount 
by 10 and writes this underneath. Open the paper out. Do the top and bottom amounts match? 
Why?  
You may want to add something that has emerged from the activity. This may refer to 
misconceptions or mistakes made. 
 

Resources  
• Money place value grids (see 

child instructions) 
• 0 to 9 digit cards  

Outcomes 
1. Chn can multiply amounts of money by 10. 
2. Chn can divide amounts of money by 10 (with whole 

pence answers). 
3. Chn begin to use the relationship between multiplication 

and division to work out mystery numbers. 
 

 
 


